
105,000 cinema screens throughout the world are about to fall 
prey to a Morristown, New Jersey Internet Company... 

 
Every Time a Movie, Sporting Event 
or Rock Concert is Digitally Projected 
on the “Silver Screen” – Shareholders 

of this Company Will Collect a 
Royalty Payment – Guaranteed! 

 

Investors have already seen returns of 360.22% in less than 2 
years – with 90% of the gains still to come! 
 
Buy this company now – because beginning next year – digital 

movies alone are expected to gross well over $2.7 billion.  
 
 

 

Dear Favored Investor, 

 

Imagine ... just for a moment ... every time Tom Hanks, 

Angelina Jolie, Brad Pitt, Meryl Streep, Johnny Depp and Tom 

Cruise makes a movie ... you get a cut of the action. 

 

Every time a movie is directed or produced by Seven Spielberg, 

Peter Jackson, George Lucas and John Cameron ... every time a 

movie theater books a digitally recorded performance – a movie, 

a major league sporting event, a rock concert ... you get a cut 

of the action. 

 

Well, stop imagining – you can. 

 

I’ve discovered a NASDAQ traded company that’s revolutionizing 

the way digital media – movies, rock concerts, sporting events – 

is bought, transmitted and projected on the “Silver Screen.” 

 

Why This Means Big Dollars in Your Pocket... 
 



Have you ever driven your car on a toll road or highway?  Of 

course you have.  You toss a couple of quarters in the metal 

basket or hand the attendant a couple of bucks, hope for change, 

and on your way you go. 

 

Well, in just two years, this company I’m writing to you about 

today will own, control or license all the toll booths and 

digital highways connecting every producer and developer of 

digital media – to nearly every movie theater, exhibition hall 

and conference room in the world. 

 

Why this Company is Such a Terrific Investment 
 

Their business model is a classic identify-the-need, satisfy-

the-need, and then quickly dominate the industry that’s been 

created. 

 

Bill Gates did it with Microsoft, and the computer software 

industry has never been the same since.  And how many 

“millionaire shareholders” did Microsoft create? 

 

Michael Dell did it with custom-ordered, assembly-line 

produced computers.  And today Dell is in a league of its own – 

no other company comes close.  And how many “millionaire 

shareholders” did Dell create? 

 

And now this company is doing it, too. 

 

It’s figured out how to shove its long fingers into the 

pockets of every major (and not-so-major) movie studio, 

distributor and theater owner in the U.S. and beyond. 

 

And all the movie studios, distributors and theater owners are 

loving it.  Why?  Because, they see the money – the big profits 

– just around the corner. 

 

Let me explain... 

 

All the Movie Studio Heavy-Weights Want to go Digital 
 

In the spring of 2002 seven movie studios – Disney, Universal, 

MGM, Paramount, Warner Bros., 20th Century Fox and Sony, banded 

together to form the Digital Cinema Initiative (DCI). 

 

“Hollywood can’t wait to go digital.” 

-- USA Today 

See: http://www.usatoday.com/money/media/2005-05-17-digital-cinema-usat_x.htm 



 

Their purpose: To develop, in cooperation with the American 

Society of Cinematographers (ASC), a common, system-wide 

standard for digital cinema that can be quickly and easily 

adopted by all studios, distributors and theaters. 

 

3 Big Reasons for All the Excitement 
 

Reason One:  Money.  Digital media is cheap! 

 

Rick McCallum, a producer on Star Wars Episode II: Attack of 

the Clones, said it cost him $16,000 to shoot 220 hours of his 

movie on digital tape.  If he had shot the same amount of hours 

on traditional analog film (literally a 19th Century technology), 

it would have cost him $1.8 million. 
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_cinema#Savings_in_production 

 

"Digital is a very big deal."  

-- Dan Fellman, President, Warner Bros. 

See: Andy Serwer, FORTUNE editor at large, May 23, 2006: 4:48 PM EDT 

 

Distributors will also save money. 

 

A single analog film print can cost over $1,200.  So imagine 

printing 4000 copies for a worldwide-release of a movie – it 

could cost a distributor $5 million or more (which doesn’t 

include the cost to ship all those reels of film in those heavy 

metal cans)! 

 

But with a digital distribution system, whether you show a 

movie in 1000 theaters or in just one, the cost is about the 

same. 

 

Digital movies of course are nothing more than big computer 

files ... and just like computer files they can be sent anywhere 

through a broadband cable or via satellite. 

 

And so with hundreds of movies distributed every year on 

average, industry savings, using digital media, could reach $1 

Billion! 
See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_cinema#Savings_in_production 

 

Now can you see why the industry is dying to go digital? 

 

“Digital projection is coming, not only to Landmark Theaters 

but to the larger chains, too.” 

-- New York Times 



See: NY Times, Sunday, December 18, 2005 

 

Movies can open in theaters all over the world on the same day 

– with hardly any additional cost or effort. 

 

Theater owners will make even more money. 

 

Theaters owners will have more control and increased 

flexibility over programming. 

 

In fact, they can change their programming as easily as you 

can rearrange a play list on an iPod. 

 

With the flick of a switch, digital theaters can show super-

sized non-movie entertainment on their screens – like pay-per-

view live concerts and major sporting events – and fill their 

houses with enthusiastic cash-waving audiences. 

 

 

"This will be as profound a change in the movie-making 

experience as color and sound." 

-- Titanic director James Cameron 

See: http://www.usatoday.com/money/media/2005-05-17-digital-cinema-usat_x.htm 

 

Just recently, a 90-minute concert by rocker David Bowie was 

simultaneously beamed by satellite to 22 digital cinemas across 

Europe. 

 

And a pay-per-view Bon Jovi concert was shown on theater 

screens the day before the band released its latest CD. 

 

Studios can also distribute digital films with soundtracks in 

multiple languages to attract even wider audiences.  A movie 

house could schedule a new blockbuster to play in Spanish at 5 

p.m., Japanese at 7 p.m. and then go back to English at 9 p.m. 

 

"You’ll see a substantial transition to digital by the end of 

2006." 

-- John Fithian, President, National Association of Theater 

Owners 

See: http://www.usatoday.com/money/media/2005-05-17-digital-cinema-usat_x.htm 

 

And when a movie is successful, theater owners can copy the 

digital file and feed it to multiple projectors within the movie 

house. 

 



With celluloid, theaters must estimate in advance how many 

prints they'll need.  Then, they're often caught short when a 

movie is a surprise hit – and they have to wait for more prints 

to be delivered. 

 

They can also turn a theater’s “dark time”, when they’re 

normally empty, into dollars, too.  They can program content 

from museums and performing arts centers – content that their 

audiences would want to view – but can’t normally see on TV. 

 

“Digital will allow not only for instant and dirt-cheap 

distribution of films but also for targeted distribution of 

independent films, rock concerts or kids' shows.” 

-- Fortune Magazine 

See: Andy Serwer, FORTUNE editor at large, May 23, 2006: 4:48 PM EDT 

 

For example, through its partnership with Microsoft, the 

Cineplex chain of theaters hosted a weekday event in which the 

audience played the Halo 2 video game projected on theater 

screens.  

 

Theaters will also become more attractive venues for corporate 

presentations, college lectures and religious services – which 

will bring in even more dollars. 

 

Reason Two:  Protection against Piracy. 

 

When a movie is digitally encrypted, and with only the theater 

owner or vendor in possession of the releasing key or code, 

bootleg copies of a film becomes a thing-of-the-past. 

 

The Motion Picture Association of America estimates Hollywood 

lost $3.5 billion last year to bootleg movies.  
See: http://www.usatoday.com/money/media/2005-05-17-digital-cinema-usat_x.htm 

 

And $3.5 billion saved – is $3.5 billion earned! 

 

Reason Three:  The audience.  They benefit, too.  Digitally 

recorded images are clearer, cleaner and crisper, and remain so 

even when viewed 1,500 times. 

 

“...A digitally projected digital movie is a shiny marvel...” 

-- Entertainment Weekly 

See: http://archives.cnn.com/2002/SHOWBIZ/Movies/04/19/ew.hot.star.wars/ 

 

Celluloid, over time, wears thin, scratches, smudges and 

tears, and eventually has to be replaced. 



 

And, with digital tape, each movie frame is more evenly lit, 

from edge to edge.  There’s no bright spot in the middle as 

there is with film. 

 

The whole theater experience will be dramatically enhanced, 

which will increase attendance – which will bring in more 

dollars! 

 

So How did this Tiny Company 
 Single-Handedly Conquer Hollywood? 

 

Founded in 2000 in Morristown, New Jersey, this visionary 

software company saw its opportunity and jumped all over it. 

 

"We applaud the successes of this company and acknowledge it 

as one of the very few to accomplish such a fast growth rate 

over the past five years." 

-- Paul Mlynarski, Partner, Deloitte & Touche LLP 

See: http://biz.yahoo.com/prnews/060814/nym014.html?.v=54 

  

Now they own the keys to the digital cinema kingdom – the four 

crucial components necessary to complete the digital cinema 

revolution:  

 

1. Distribution management software: In its simplest form, 
this company owns the listing service that enables 

digital content owners (movie studios, independent 

producers, etc.) and distributors to buy and sell program 

content online. 

 

Y-O-Y Revenue Growth – 58% 

2-year Revenue Growth – 133% 

See:  http://www.accessitx.com/AIXD%202006Annual%20Report.pdf 

 

For example, a content owner can logon to the company’s 

website and display all their available digital titles 

for sale or rent. 

  

2. Exhibition management software:   Movie theatres, 
museums, community arts centers and other venues that 

exhibit programming to large audiences will then logon to 

the website and view the available content. 

 

Q-O-Q Revenue Growth – 73% 

Q-O-Q Cash Increase – 640% 



Source: Access Integrated Technologies, Inc 

 

And when an exhibitor finds the content that he’d like to 

order, the selection screen provides a link that sends a 

“Memo of Interest” to the distributor. 

 

3. Managed digital delivery:  From that point forward the 
service takes care of transmitting the selected title to 

the theatre – securely and efficiently. 

 

1st Quarter 2007 Revenue Growth Estimates – 40.4% 

2nd Quarter 2007 Revenue Growth Estimates – 60.7% 

3rd Quarter 2007 Revenue Growth Estimates – 84.5% 

-- Chares Schwab Research 

Source: Schwab Earnings Report via Reuters Research 

 

4. A common platform: The company’s proprietary software 
programs enable the different brands of hardware owned by 

distributors and exhibitors (projectors, servers and 

routers, for example) to “talk” to one another – 

eliminating any and all technical incompatibilities.  

 

The company has also signed formal agreements with various 

satellite and bandwidth providers, system integrators and 

hardware vendors (digital projector manufacturers, for example) 

to host their system, and further spread the revolution. 

 

Okay ... so the company has the means to deliver on the 

promise. 

 

But ... can the company turn the promise into a money-making, 

profit-bonanza for its shareholders? 

 

You bet! 

 

This Company is Intent on World Domination 
 

In the summer of 2005, the company announced a major studio-

backed plan to deploy 4,000 DCI-compliant digital projection 

systems throughout the U.S. by the end of 2007 (and it’s already 

way ahead of schedule.) 

 

It is the first and largest deployment of its kind in the 

world. 

 

“National CineMedia, a joint venture formed last year by 

Theater owners AMC, CineMark, and Regal, recently hired J.P. 



Morgan Chase to help develop a financing plan to convert 13,000 

screens to digital cinema. 

“J.P. Morgan will try to raise about $1 billion for the effort 

over the next six months.” 

-- Los Angeles Times 

See: Peter Topolewski, BullMarket.com, Thursday July 13, 9:20 am ET  

 
 And, not only will this deployment have a major impact on the 

company’s bottom line in the here and now – it’s also expected 

to be a blueprint for the eventual conversion of all 105,000 

cinema screens throughout the world. 

 

"There are two or three serious and significant deployment 

plans that will come together over the next couple months." 

-- Julian Levin, Executive vice-President, 20th Century Fox 

See: http://www.usatoday.com/money/media/2005-05-17-digital-cinema-usat_x.htm 

 

Coming Soon to a Theater Near You 
 

And to prove that all of this is no pipe-dream – and that bags 

of money will soon start flooding this company’s coffers ... 

 

By the end of this year, there will have been a total of 52 

digital film releases (31 have already been released, and 21 are 

slated to be released before year’s end.) 

 

Yet, last year, there were only 15 digital releases.  That’s a 

year-over-year 247% increase! 

 

And ... 9 of the top 10 domestic films this year have been 

digital releases.  They include, in order of domestic gross (the 

worldwide box office gross is in parentheses.) 

 

1. Pirates of the Caribbean 2 ($773.5m)  
2. Cars ($365.8m)  
3. XMen: The Last Stand ($440.9m)  
4. The DaVinci Code  ($747.3m)  
5. Ice Age 2 ($644.8m)  
6. Superman Returns ($337m)  
7. Over the Hedge ($286m)  
8. Mission Impossible 3 ($386m)  
9. The Breakup ($163m) 
 

That equals a total 2006 worldwide gross of $4.14 billion - 

and that includes films that came out recently and are still in 

theaters – still making money! 

 



So, by my count, this year, digitally released movies grossed 

a total of $2.74 billion (not including foreign box office 

receipts), out of the $5.777 billion that’s been grossed 

domestically by all movies. 

 

This means that films released digitally, accounted for 47% of 

the total domestic box office so far this year. 

 

And Why are These Billions of Dollars Important to You? 
 

You’ll love this... 

 

Every time a digital film is shown on a digital projector 

supplied, owned or financed by this company (as most of them 

are) ... the company is paid a royalty. 

 

So, every time Angela Jolie smiles at someone sitting in a 

darkened theater, the company receives a VPF (Virtual Print 

Fee), which goes directly to the company’s bottom line. 

 

Are you seeing the possibilities here...? 

 

And Next Year Promises to be a Movie Blockbuster Bonanza! 
 

In fact, next summer is expected to be the biggest single 

movie season in history. 

 

Here’s what’s on tap to be released: 

 

May 4:     Spider-Man 3 

May 18:    Shrek the Third 

May 25:    Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End 

June 8:    Ocean's Thirteen 

June 15:   Fantastic Four and the Silver Surfer 

June 22:   Evan Almighty 

June 29:   Live Free or Die Hard, Ratatouille 

July 4:    Transformers 

July 13:   Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix 

July 27:   The Simpsons Movie 

August 3:  The Bourne Ultimatum 

August 10: Rush Hour 3 

 

And all these films are going to be digital. 

 

This company’s stock price is going to soar – again!  

 



$147,300 in Your Pocket 
 

In just 21 months, this company’s share price has already 

skyrocketed 360.22% – from a share price low of $3.20 in August 

of 2004 to a high of $14.73 in May of this year.  

 

Had you bought just 1000 shares of this company at a cost of 

only $3200 – you would’ve more than tripled, almost quadrupled, 

your money, and pocketed $14,730. 

 

Had you bought 10,000 shares – for just $3.20 a share – right 

now you’d be smiling ear to ear with $147,300 in your pocket. 

 
Your Profit Window:  Buy this Company Now at Only $8 a Share 

 

Currently the company’s share price has backed off from its 

all-time high, and now hovers around $8 a share.  And that’s not 

bad news – not by any measure. 

 

Just the opposite.   

 

If you’ve been in the market for any length of time, you know 

that no stock moves straight up without occasional pause or 

pullback. 

 

Indeed, occasional short-duration pullbacks are what you hope 

for in a stock.  It offers you, as an investor, an excellent 

entry point to either add or establish a position. 

 

A pullback is also “the pause that refreshes” – allowing 

“technical” strength to build up in a stock.  In effect, it 

“primes the spring” that propels the stock to new and durable 

highs.  

 

If you can afford the price of a movie ticket ... and before 

this company’s share price shoots up again ... grab this little 

gem for odds-on fast-paced and stellar returns. 

 

Just click on the link at the bottom of this letter, and I’ll 

immediately send you a Free White Paper, with even more 

information about this spectacular investment opportunity. 

 

Why I’m So Confident this Company 
Will be Your Short Cut to Riches 

 



Allow me to briefly introduce myself, and you’ll quickly 

understand. 

 

My name is Christian DeHaemer, and I’m the editor-in-chief of 

the Red Zone Profits trading system and investment advisory. 

 

Over the years, Red Zone Profits has been profiled in the Los 

Angeles Times, Forbes Magazine, MarketWatch.com, StockDr.com, 

Money Matters, Personal Finance Radio, On the Money, and The 

Hollywood Reporter, to name but a few. 

 

And the reason is simple: I pick winning stocks, and I make 

money for my member-subscribers. 

 

I’ve beaten the market – the Dow, the NASDAQ, the S&P 500, 

every year for the last 10 years. 

 

Who else do you know that can say that? 

 

“I sold all my shares and made a total profit of $97,500. That 

was the biggest profit I ever made. Thank you very much 

Christian for the great work you have done.”  

-- N.N. Red Zone Profits subscriber 

 

Now I don't know how you feel ... but even the multi-

millionaires I know won't turn up their noses to me putting an 

extra hundred thousand dollars in their pocket. 

 

And that’s exactly why I’m writing to you today: I want to 

make you rich.  And if you’re already rich ... I want to make 

you even richer.  

 

Why Red Zone Profits Delivers Time and Time Again 
 

 Red Zone Profits is a novel and unique investment advisory 

service based upon a revolutionary, never-before-seen trading 

system. 

 

Red Zone Profits combines technical and fundamental analysis 

in a new and uniquely predictive way to identify high-profit – 

very high-profit – opportunities in stocks and options that can 

provide safe and fast gains in a very short period of time.  

 

Of course this all sounds very impressive ... but where’s the 

proof? 

 

Right here: 



 

 “In the month of January alone this year, I made $213,800 on 

three nano stocks.  Christian, you guys are awesome!” 

— R.C., Red Zone Profits subscriber 

 

 Since 2002 my Red Zone Profits System has returned gains of 

8,170%.  Yes, that’s a truly amazing number.  And I get that 

number by simply adding up the winners and subtracting the 

losers. 

 

That’s an average return of 5.45% every single day for the 

past four years – on more than 300 recommendations – which 

equals nearly two trading recommendations a week.  

 

You don’t trade twice a week?  Nobody says you have to. 

 

“I bought Cemex in October 2005 at $1.10 and sold them 

yesterday at $7.70 for a 600% profit. Thanks!” 

— A.S., Red Zone Profits subscriber 

 

But isn’t it comforting to know, whichever way the market is 

moving – up, down or sideways – and no matter what hot economic, 

political or social event is influencing the market during the 

course of the week – you can rely on me and my team to offer you 

a money-making opportunity – almost twice a week! 

 

Money Speaks Louder than Words 
 

“Sold 3/5 of position (30 calls), for net gain of $27,682. 

Will close out remaining 20 calls this week for expected gain of 

approximately $22,000. Thanks for the heads up on this.” 

-- A.A., Red Zone Profits subscriber 

 

You’ll never have a worry or a concern.  I'll always tell you 

exactly what to do and when to do it, so you won't have to 

second-guess the market. 

 

Just follow my instructions and you could easily make 

substantial gains no matter what the stock market is doing.  

 

“I bought MRKL at $.48 yesterday and today the stock is up to 

$1.14 or 138% in less than 36 hours. Just don't forget to tell 

me when to sell.”  

-- A.O., Red Zone Profits subscriber 

 

Here, look at the following three charts very carefully: 



 

This is the S&P 500 Year-to-Date: 

 
Insert chart from BigCharts.com 

 

This is the NASDAQ Year-to-Date: 

 
Insert chart from BigCharts.com 

 

This is the DOW Industrials Year-to-Date: 

 
Insert chart from BigCharts.com 

 

A picture may indeed be worth a thousand words – but let me 

translate these three charts very quickly. 

 

Year-to-Date, the S&P 500 is up a paltry X.XX% 

Year-to-Date, the NASDAQ is up a weak X.XX% 

Year-to-Date, The DOW is up a pathetic X.XX% 

 

Now, here’s the Year-to-Date chart for Red Zone Profits:  

 

Insert chart 

 

Year-to-Date, completed trades, buys and sells recommended by 

Red Zone Profits are up a stunning XX.XX% 

 

Yes, all winning and losing trades combined – we’re up XX.X% 

 

So I’ll ask you just two questions: 

 

1. Do you want to invest in the market by yourself? 

2. And do you know of any other advisory and trading 

service that can deliver equal or better returns that we 

can? 

 

154% gains on Niku Corporation in 12 months and another 123% a month later...  
 
233% gains on TLT iShares Treasury Bond Fund in 10 days...  
 
162% and 100% gains on Markland Technologies in 5 and 6 days, respectively...  
 
127% gains on Petro-Kazakhstan calls in 2 weeks...  
 
79% gains on Videsh Sanchar Nigam Ltd in a little over 4 months...  
 
147% gains on Biophan in 9 months...  
 



109% gains on Priceline.com in 5 months...  
 
91% gains on Geron in 3 weeks...  
 
121% gains on Penn National Gaming in 12 months...  
 
70% gains on Genesis Microchip in 4 months...  
 
79% gains on Phelps Dodge in 6 months...  
 
102% gains on Bluefly in 2 months...  
 
206% and 154% gains on Vitesse in 11 months and 18 months, respectively.  
 
515% gains on PalmSource in just 3 days...   
 
338% gains on Evergreen Solar in less than a month…  
 
233% gains on TLT iShares Treasury Bond Fund in 10 days…  
 
206% and 154% gains on Vitesse in 11 months and 18 months…  
 
143% gains on Companhia Siderurgica Nacional in less than 9 months…  

 

My First Rule for Investment Success: Lose No Money 
 

Like the Hippocratic Oath that medical doctors take which 

states, “Do No Harm,” Red Zone Profits’ oath states, “Lose No 

Money.” 

 

That’s why we screen for companies that have strong 

fundamental values such as powerful insider buying and a solid 

balance sheet. 

 

“...71% profit in 10 days. It works for me!!!”  

— R.S., Red Zone Profits subscriber 

 

 For example, if a company trades for less than cash on its 

balance sheet (indicating a potential bargain), and has a price-

to-earnings growth number (PEG) below 1.0 (indicating that it 

may indeed be a bargain) – it could become a candidate for more 

intense review.  

 

Of course, we also look at the charts.  And what we look for 

specifically is one of the most useful technical analysis tools 

available to the modern-day trader. 



 

I call it the “loaded gun”...  

 

Little-Known Secrets of Technical Analysis 
 

Most analysts fall short by tending to look at either 

technical OR fundamental analysis.  But my team and I, we look 

at both. 

 

“Another home run... whoever says you can’t make money in this 

market must not be a Red Zoner...keep up the good work boys!!” 

— S.M., Red Zone Profits subscriber 

 

The “loaded gun” occurs when a stock exhibits a “bottoming 

pattern.”  

 

If you can find a “flatline” on a chart you’ll see what I 

mean.  

 

The “flatline” or the “bottoming pattern” represents buyers 

and sellers in equal numbers – where the buyers are buying on 

the dips, and the sellers are selling at the resistance points. 

 
Insert a fictional but illustrative chart with annotations 

 

And this flatline or bottoming pattern can go on and on (until 

the last seller cashes in his chips, and the only people left 

are the buyers.) 

 

And so, every day that this bottoming pattern continues, with 

the chart moving sideways – “the spring” gets wound a little 

tighter ... like a loaded gun waiting for the hammer to fall and 

a spark to ignite – causing a powerful explosion that sends the 

stock flying upward.  

 

What can cause the spark? 

 

A news event, an earnings report, whatever, and then ... 

KABOOM! The stock takes off!  

 

“...Sold AMR this a.m. @ $6.95 for a $20K profit in 7 trading 

days. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.” 

-- P.P., Red Zone Profits subscriber 

 

The “loaded gun” of course happens all the time, but the trick 

is ... knowing when the last seller is ready to sell. 

 



Otherwise, you could be holding on to a “dead stock” for 

years.  

 

So you need something more – a sign that the stock is 

percolating and building pressure for a blastoff.   

 

3 Signs to Tell You You’re Looking at a Screaming Winner 
 

The Trigger – a volume surge: This indicates a renewed 

interest in the company.  

 

The Hammer – a “gap up”: The stock gaps up as buyers overwhelm 

sellers. This is a precursor to a “bump-and-run rally.”  

 

The Spark – a break above the resistance point: All analysts 

watch resistance points and trend lines. 

 

  And if a stock breaks above a 200-day moving average, or a 

major resistance point, computer-based buy signals are activated 

all across Wall Street.  And then a rally becomes a self-

fulfilling prophecy.  

 

But these factors are still not enough.  And I'll tell you 

why...  

 

You Want Downside Insurance  
 

Another one of my rules is that the company must also have 

fundamental value in order to offer the most protection from 

downside risk.  And I determine value by three factors:  

 

Insider Buying: Strong insider buying is always a good 

indicator that those who know the most about a company are 

willing to put their money where their mouths are.  You’ll 

rarely go wrong when you buy alongside a company’s CEO and CFO.  

 

A Solid Balance Sheet: I like companies that trade for less 

than their assets.  I really like stocks that trade for less 

than cash. 

 

This means that the market capitalization of the stock is less 

than what the company has in the bank, plus short-term 

investments, minus debt (cash + liquid investments - debt < 

market cap = amazing buy.) 

 



This is a no-brainer.  If the market values a company at less 

than the total amount of its cash, then by definition it’s 

undervalued.  

 

A PEG Ratio Under 1: A PEG ratio stands for Price-to-Earnings 

over Growth (PE/G).  It tells you not only the relative value of 

a company using the Price-to-Earnings ratio (P/E) but it also 

takes growth into account (a safer way of valuing a company.)  

 

And when a stock meets all of the above six criteria ... it 

enters my “Red Zone.”  And only then does it become a 

recommendation.  

 

And if you heed my recommendation and buy in a timely manner, 

Red Zone Profits recommendations will almost always go up in 

value. 

  

 

“I bought SURE at $7.51 and sold it at $18.33 for a nice 

profit of 244%.” 

-- L.L.C., Red Zone Profits subscriber  

 

Start Investing like it’s 1997 All Over Again! 
 

And you can, because it’s been more than 10 years since I’ve 

seen a market like the one we’re in right now. 

 

There are so many “loaded guns” currently out there. 

 

We haven't had such a flatline market since the early 1990's 

when the Dow Jones Industrials (DJIA) traded in the 3,000's for 

four years.  That’s right, in February of 1995 the Dow was at 

3,845.86... 

 

The next year – BAM! – it was at 5,395.30.  

 

Another massive gain, following a flatline market, also 

happened from 1954 – 1956, where a jump occurred from 292 to 470 

after previously trading in the 200s since 1950.  

 

“Thanks guys for the great trade -- we banked 90% on the QQQ 

trade -- sweet action.” 

-- J.W., Red Zone Profits subscriber  

 

And Now the Celebrated “Dow Theory” Has Signaled 
the Start of the Next Big Bull Run! 



 

If you’re not familiar with the Dow Theory, real quickly it 

states that if the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) and the 

Dow Jones Transport Average (DJTA) both move in the same 

direction – hitting a significant high (or low) around the same 

time – you can positively declare the start of a bull (or bear) 

market.  

 
Since the Dow Theory was first observed, 104 years ago, it’s 

been an accurate predictor of stock direction – 92.6% of the 

time. 

 

So guess what...? 

 
At 4:00 p.m. (EST), on Mar. 16, 2006, the Dow Jones Industrial 

Average closed at 11,233 — marking a 4½-year high. 

  

At the very same time, on the very same day, the Dow Jones 

Transport Average hit 4,598 — another all-time high.  

 

This confirmation signal means we have a 92.6% chance of being 

correct when we proclaim that we’re in the first stage of the 

next great bull run!  

 
I just can’t tell you how excited I am about this.  And you 

should be as well.  

 

The last significant Dow signal occurred in 1997 right before 

the Dow Jones Industrial went from 5,800 to 12,000 — and the 

NASDAQ went from 1,500 to 5,200 — it was the greatest bull 

market in history...  

 

Creating a New Millionaire Nearly Every Minute 
 

And now that the Dow Theory has officially confirmed a new 

bull market, it’s only going to get better very quickly...  

 

Why? 

 

According to Stock Trader's Almanac, most bull market rallies 

start in October with November, December and January being the 

best months.  The total gain on the S&P 500 since 1950 has been 

49.4% in October, 91.5% in November, 92.5% in December and 80% 

in January.  

 



“I don't know how you knew it, but bravo! You are obviously a 

trader's trader. You're like liquid gold. 14% profit in one day. 

I just wanted to say thanks." 

-- G.W., Red Zone Profits subscriber  

 

So don’t think you can wait to get started.  He who hesitates 

– loses. 

 

Speed is Crucial 
 

The essence of our advisory and trading service is exact 

timing mixed with due diligence.  We hold our picks six days to 

many years, until something changes ... either we hit our profit 

target, or our proprietary sell signal is triggered.  

 

But rest assured, we’ll tell you when to get in, and when to 

quickly get out (of course, if the going’s good we’ll tell you 

when to hang in there for even bigger possible gains.)  

 

“In at $.50 and out at $1.10 for a very nice 120% in 3 weeks 

will work every time. Thanks!” 

-- T.E., Red Zone Profits subscriber  

 

Nevertheless ... most of our gains are made in short periods 

of time. 

 

Why You’ll Lose if You Wait 
 

Right now, all of the big players on Wall Street are off in 

the Hamptons.  In a few short weeks they'll all be back at work.  

They’ll sit behind their mahogany desks wolfing down banana nut 

bagels and swilling Starbucks fat-free lattes. 

  

And soon, they’ll figure out the obvious.  And they’ll start 

buying. 

 

You though, of course, want to get in there first.  And the 

way to do this is to be fully invested as soon as possible, but 

no later than October 15, 2006.  

 

“ADSX has done great. Thanks for the info. I got in at $4.77, 

and sold the stock at $7.50.” 

-- D.S., Red Zone Profits subscriber  

 

And You Can’t be Late To Place Your Trades 
 



But that will never be a problem if you become a Red Zone 

Profits member-subscriber.  Here’s why... 

 

Member-Subscribers to Red Zone Profits receive... 

 

Confidential Profit Alerts: When we spot an opportunity to 

make big profits, you'll be the first to know.  You'll get an e-

mail telling you what's happening, what to buy, and at what 

price. 

 

And when it's time to sell, we'll also let you know – 

immediately.  Then, all you have to do is follow the system, and 

haul your profits to the bank.  It's that simple!  

 

FREE Daily Updates! Every day, I'll also send you a market-

pulse update, detailing what's happening in the market – and 

giving you current info on our open positions.  

 

FREE PRIVATE ACCESS to our Red Zone Members-Only Web site, 

where you’ll find investment updates and special investment 

articles.  

 

“I bought 8 options at $0.40 ... and sold this morning at 

$1.00 for a 150% gain. Good call!” 

-- L.C., Red Zone Profits Subscriber  

 

Plus, we'll provide you with immediate access to concise, 

information-packed Special Reports and White Papers that will 

review all our current holdings, new picks, and the cyclical 

trends that are coming to bear on each sector of the market.  

 

I don't want to appear immodest. But these are the kinds of 

reports and white papers professional players I know would pay 

dearly for. 

 

If compiled by large investment companies – they would cost 

thousands of dollars.  

 

And they would be worth every penny.  But as a Red Zone 

Profits member-subscriber, you get them for FREE.  

 

And of course, as soon as you join us, you’ll receive access 

to your FREE White Paper “The Digital Revolution” about the 

company that’s revolutionizing Hollywood.  

 

And ... If You Subscribe Right Now... 
 



I’m going to give you two more Hot Investment Recommendations 

– outlined in two Special White Papers: 

 

Hot Bonus Investment Recommendation #1: 

 

The 20-Year Stock! 

  

Buy this overlooked, undervalued, safe company and stick it in 

your retirement account.  Then let it do its magic for the next 

20 years ... and you could eventually have a million dollars to 

draw on. 

 

This company buys hospitals, leases them back to the health-

care companies long term. 

 

It’s got a forward price-to-earnings ratio (P/E) of 9.  A 

profit margin of 63.17%.  Quarterly revenue growth, Y-O-Y, of 

81.8%, and is expected to continue paying an 8.45% dividend. 

 

Tell me, are those numbers to drool over, or not?  And have 

you ever heard of a hospital going out of business?  No, of 

course not. 

 

Health care is the fastest-growing segment of the U.S. economy 

— growing 18% per annum.  And it’s only going to grow even 

higher as the baby boomers continue to grow older.  

 

When the market “discovers” this hot stock – watch out!  What 

a ride that’s going to be! 

 

And it’ll be yours ... when you subscribe... 

 

“ASTM — bought at 92 cents and sold at $3.65.” 

-— F.H., Red Zone Profits subscriber  

 

Hot Bonus Investment Recommendation #2: 

 

Profits as Hot as the Sun! 

 

With gas prices tugging at America's wallets and crude soon 

heading back above $70 a barrel, there’s a lot of interest in 

alternative energy. 

 

Everything from ethanol to bio-diesel is being touted as a 

potential savior, and alternative energy stocks are soaring. 

 



Well, I’ve found a company that’s a shiny bright star in the 

solar energy field.   

 

The industry as a whole boasts a compound annual growth rate 

north of 40%, and is expected to do just shy of $10 billion in 

sales this year. 

 

We've played the solar technology field once before when we 

took 363% gains on Evergreen Solar options. 

 

Now, we're looking at a great buying opportunity in another 

powerhouse solar stock that provides photovoltaic systems 

throughout China. 

 

With China’s massive population and relatively antiquated 

infrastructure, power demand is continually growing – and 

considering the sheer amount of fossil fuels that China burns, I 

expect solar power adoption to grow at an ever-accelerating 

rate. 

 

And that growth rate is already evident in the company’s 

financials. 

  

Revenue grew 133.5% last quarter – easily beating its 

guidance.  And its profits grew at a stellar 98%. 

 

This is a value stock, growth stock, and emerging technology 

stock all rolled into one – and it’s your next great stock buy! 

 

Your Burning Bottom-Line Question Answered... 
  

How much is a subscription to Red Zone Profits going to cost 

you? 

 

Considering all the evidence – the hard facts I’ve presented 

you with in this letter – the answer is obvious.  A Red Zone 

Profits subscription is not going to cost you anything! 

 

“Bought 1,000 shares of VSL $7.29 and got out, on your advice, 

today at $15.95 for an $8,700 profit. Thanks again...” 

-- S.M., Red Zone Profits subscriber 

 

In the next 12 months you’ll be making money hand over fist – 

more money than you ever imagined possible. 

 

And yet, any investor who’s been around the block a few times, 

and can recognize a rare opportunity when they see it, wouldn’t 



even flinch if I said a year’s subscription to our trading 

service is going to cost $2,500. 

 

But, you won’t have to pay $2,500 ... not even $2,000 ... not 

even $1,000. 

 

A year’s subscription to Red Zone Profits is yours Risk-Free 

for only $295. 

 

Yes, you read that right. 

 

You’ll receive over 200 potentially profit-making investment 

recommendations – buys and sells – emailed directly to you over 

the next 12 months Risk-Free for only $295.  That’s less than 

$1.50 a trade! 

 

But Wait ... You Won’t Even Pay That... 
 

Because I want you to test Red Zone Profits for the next –

three months – 90 days – FREE! 

 

That’s right FREE!  If you’re not completely satisfied and 

making money at the end of 90 days – you won’t owe me, or my 

investment advisory or trading service, a penny – I'll send you 

a FULL REFUND. No questions asked.  

 

And even if you decide to cancel Red Zone Profits, you KEEP 

EVERYTHING I send you... FREE! Let me repeat that:  

 

If you decide to cancel Red Zone Profits, I'll give you your 

money back, AND you get to keep everything I send you, including 

the three Special Investment White Papers. 

 

It’s all yours to keep – with no strings attached or 

obligation of any kind.  Period. 

 

“Up 41% on ALTI, 38% on TGAL, 43% on NANX, 23% on NGEN. So far 

so good!!! All those %s add up to about a $13,000 gain in less 

than 20 days...!” 

-- C.H.L., Red Zone Profits subscriber 

 

And Here’s an Even Better Deal! 
 

If you grab a 2-year Risk-Free subscription to Red Zone 

Profits – you’ll receive 24 months of hi-caliber, money-making 

investment recommendations for only $385. 



 

That’s a 30.5% discount off the 1-year subscription rate – a 

savings of $205. 

 

So don’t hesitate – subscribe right now. 

 

Because you’ve got absolutely nothing to loose ... and a world 

of wealth to gain. 

 

Yours truly, 

 

<Signature> 

 

Christian DeHaemer 

Red Zone Profits 

 

P.S. Remember: As soon as you subscribe, you’ll receive my 

three latest “sure-to-be blockbuster” investment recommendations 

contained in the following three Special White Papers: 

 

1. The Digital Revolution:  The company that’s re-
engineering the movie and entertainment business and 

bringing it into the 21st Century. 

2. The 20-Year Stock:  The one investment that can secure 
your retirement all by itself – and maybe put $1 million 

in your pocket. 

3. Profits as Hot as the Sun:  The alternative-energy 
company that’s powering-up China – and possibly your 

entire investment portfolio. 

 

Yes!  These 3 stocks can make you rich beyond your wildest 

dreams – but only if you subscribe NOW! 

 

Seize this investment opportunity – before Wall Street takes 

notice, and skyrockets these hot, undiscovered stock picks. 

 

The clock is ticking, don’t miss out... 

 

<Link Here> 


